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Wunrow speaks to College about gay rights

master plan

by Kristine Feeherty

in works
by Jen Lueken

Stqff Writer
The campus master plan, according
to Gary Zack, vice president for enroll
ment management and student devel
opment, is “a study of space utilization
on campus.
“A master plan is something that a
college might do once in thirty years, so
we have to be careful to look at all
possible areas of improvement,” com
mented Zack.
The board authorized t he beginning
of a plan in June, and since then there
have been planners on campus looking,
interviewing and studying the use of
space. They will incorporate ideas from
all departments on campus. Brian
Bratcher, vice president of Student Gov
ernment Association, has also inter
viewed commuter, resident and OP
TIONS students, as well as faculty and
staff to gather ideas. The ideas gathered
by Bratcher and those of the campus
planners will be submitted to the board
of trustees at a meeting later this month.
Some of the ideas generated by these
interviews include, handicapped access
to the Fine Arts building, more lighting
on the parking lots, more parking space,
and a use for Southwest Hall, to name
just a few.
However, nothing is “set in stone.”
According to Bratcher, “It’s my under
standing that they don’t take every suggcstion~-thcy take what is feasible and
go from there.”
The process of utilizing only the
vital information and producing a final -

See Campus page 3

Staff Writer
On Wednesday, September 24, curi
ous students, faculty, and staff gathered
in the Arnold Memorial Center for the
main attraction of Sexuality Awareness
Week: “Homosexuality 101.”
Jeff Wunrow, the executive director
of the Privacy Rights Education Project
(PREP), spoke to the college commu
nity about what it is like to be gay and to
earn a living advocating for gay and
lesbian rights.
Growing up in Fort Wayne, Indiana,
Wunrow, 30, told how it wasn’t easy to
“come out.” He told his friends about
his sexual orientation around his sopho
more year of high school, and he waited
until he was 25 to tell his parents. With
his father being a Lutheran Minister, he
didn’t take the news well. Wunrow said
his parents have told him he was going
to hell, and his father has also said that it
would have been easier if Jeff had died
instead.
In spite of these hurtful remarks,
Wunrow said that he and his parents
have actually “maintained a fairly cor
dial relationship.” After breaking the
news, he feared being kicked out of the
house. Instead, the family went out to
dinner, although they didn’t discuss what
had just happened. The support of his
sister has been helpful to Wunrow, and
he joked that they go “erasin’ for guys
together.” Such jokes flowed easily
from Wunrow, and he has been able to
keep his sense of humor despite the
tension in his family. He referred to
himself as a “professional homosexual”
due to his work at PREP, and when his
mother’s friends ask her what her son
does fora living, she replies, “oh, some
thing with politics.”
Wunrow explained that there are two
stages of being out of the closet: “out,”
and “out and about.” In the past five
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End of Exams Brings Students' Sighs
The mighty sound that was heard
on Nov. 17 at Fontbonne College was not
the rushing wind of a stray Florida
hurricane. It was the combined sighs of
several hundred students who had just
completed their midsemester exams.
Their sighs were uttered in an
atmosphere of mingled relief, apprehension
and, not in the least, exhaustion. For
midsemester time, except for a few select
geniuses, was a most trying period, filled
with concentrated studying above and
beyond the call of the will. It was a time for
late-hour learning (but of course, not of
last-minute cramming, foreveryone knows
that the Fontbonne students would never
be guilty of such a practice).
At least not Paula French, who by
the second day of exams was far removed

from mere cramming. She was, in fact,
almost removed period- -on a stretcher, that
is.
Jean Hoerle wanted to know if
midsemesters meant that those exams were
just one-half as bad as the semester
examinations. It is hoped not.
Now that those dread days have
passed, it may be announced with pride
that casualties were extremely few. This
fact may be due to extensive prepartation
done on the part of some eager students. It
may possibly also devolve on the theory
recently advanced by Dr. J.B. Smoe of the
U.S.C. (University of Southern Clayton).
The doctor states that in such cases complete
shock is apparent only after reception of
gruesome things called "midsemester
grades."

years he has become
more involved in the
gay community, and
has gotten into politi
cal activism with
PREP. This organi
zation educates the
public, media, and
legislators about gay
and lesbian rights, and
it lobbies for equal
treatment of the law.
Wunrow said that
gays are treated as
second class citizens.
For example, there is
still a law in Missouri
against private, con
sensual gay inter
course which PREP
is working to repeal.
Unlike other minor
ity groups, gays are
not protected by anti
discriminationlaws in
the St. Louis County.
Consequently,
Wunrow said that he
could be denied en
trance into a restau
rant, prevented from buying a home, or
fired from a job just because he was gay,
and no one would have to explain.
Wunrow said he can’t wait for the day
when he will be out of a job, when all this
legislation passes and there is no need to

photo by Justin R. Lopinot

fight discrimination.
After giving his prepared speech,
Wunrow fielded questions from the au
dience. When asked what he would
most want straight people to know about
See Wunrow page 3

Security reports two cases of

indecent exposure on campus
by AnneMarie Smith
Staff Writer
On September 23, during evening
classes, in both the science and fine arts
buildings, there were two sightings of a
man exposing himself.
At approximately 5:55 p.m. in the
science building, one of the eight-week
classes witnessed the first exposure. A
couple of the women in the course had
noticed a strange man in the hallway
when they came into the classroom but
felt safe in the College’s environment.
Class discussion had already began when
one of the women interrupted the teacher
in the middle of the lecture and informed
her that a man was exposing himself in
the doorway. By the time the teacher
realized what was going on, the man
was running down the hall. One of the
women offered to notify security. When
the security officer arrived, he took a
description of the man and offered to
walk anyone out of the class to their
cars. The man was described to be in his
mid-forties, wearing jeans and a short
sleeve shirt.
On the same evening, approximately
an hour later in the Fine Arts building, a
woman came running out to find secu

rity, the reason being that a man in the
lounge was exposing himself. By the
time security got up to the lounge, the
man was gone. This man’s description
was the one that appeared on the secu
rity notices the next day. This man
was wearing white shorts and a tee shirt,
and is considered to be in his mid-twen
ties.
Since the two sightings occurred at
nearly the same time, several questions
arise. Was this the same man that
changed clothes? And if so, how could
this be the same man if the ages are so
different? It has been found that the age
of people can be estimated differently
by several individuals. Students did,
however, find it assuring that security
was right on top of things, even though
the exposing men (or man) were not
caught.
It is advised that people on campus
should always be aware of their sur
roundings. If a person ever suspects
something or sees someone who does
not look like they belong on campus, she
or he should report it to campus security
right away.
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Student ambassadors make contact

Russian trip
planned for May

by Christy Callanan
Features Editor
The seven day phone-a-thon this sum
mer proved to be a success after 1,437
contacts were made to prospective stu
dents by the College’s team of ambassa
dors, exceeding last year’s numbers.
This first phone-a-thon, held last
August, provided the opportunity to as
sess the interest level of the 1998 student
prospect pool for the College’s admis
sion office. Contacts made early in the
year give admission representatives a
better idea on whom to focus their time
and energy. Dan Stiffler, a sophomore
at the College, had positive comments
about the summer phone-a-thon, “I re
ally enjoyed listening to the high school
senior’s reaction when a college student
reached out to them. I found that many
students confess their worries about en
tering college, and I tried to alleviate
those concerns by telling stories of my
own experiences.”
The admission office could not have
reached the same amount of contacts in
a two week period without the active
participation of the student ambassa
dors. Admission representatives be
lieve it was partially due to the fact that
ambassadors were paid for their efforts
at the phone-a-thon this year; their way
of saying “thank you” to the students.
All other commitments the ambassa
dors make to the College are on a volun-

tary basis, unlike many other schools.
Also, there is more dedication toward
the organization since members must
first pass the application process before
being invited to join. Student ambassa
dors are paid back in a “more rewarding,
unmaterialistic way.”
Stiffler commented, “It’s fulfilling
to me to know that I have something to
do with promoting the College to poten
tial students. It’s exciting to know I was
an influence on a person’s decision to
attend Fontbonne.”
The title “ambassador” is no longer
just another way to fill up a college
resume. An ambassador accepts much
responsibility and holds a respected po
sition at the College. Students apart of
this organization work with the admis
sion office the majority of the time,
helping recruit new students after the
completion of a training program. Be
side participating in phone-a-thons,
ambassadors are assigned to days of the
week each month to give tours, as well
as work open houses, scholarship lun
cheons, and occasionally help other of
fices with campus functions.
The 30 positions tend to be filled by
involved members of the College’s com
munity. The selection represents the
wide variety of students ’ interests, back
grounds, and fields of study. The

organization’s sponsor, Julie Danaher,
commented, “The fact that individually,
ambassadors are involved in a diverse
group of activities really adds to the
prospective student’s image of what
Fontbonne is really like. They bring
their experiences of Fontbonne to life
and add what us admission representa
tives can’t.”
Ambassadors give a positive repre
sentation of the College by speaking
enthusiastically about their experience
thus far, directly affecting the overall
impression of interested students and
their parents. Amy Ballmann, a sopho
more at the College, believes that stu
dent ambassadors are a great asset to a
prospective student’s decision making
process. She stated, “Prospective stu
dents can ask actual students questions
about the College without feeling as
intimidated. Ambassadors can contrib
ute so much more about the atmosphere
of the classes and dorms, and share an
idea of what the social life and teachers
are like.
The ambassadors have a busy agenda
for this year. The first monthly tour
guide schedule is currently in effect as
well as plans for another phone-a-thon,
two open houses, and a spring fund
raiser.

Committee aims at spiritual needs of students
by Norene Diel
News Editor
In 1990, Sister Stephanie Stueber, Wydown House. Since then, things
CSJ, director of college relations, and have changed. Second floorofMedaille
Sister Ruth Y ates, CSJ, director of cam Hall no longer has sisters living on it and
pus ministry, were instrumental in found the Wydown House has become home
ing the Mission and Values Committee to the College’s first male president, Dr.
to educate and celebrate mission and Dennis Golden. In fact, there are no
heritage with Sisters of St. Joseph lay longer any sisters living on campus and
partners and students. The committee, only eleven CSJ sisters work here.
which consists of representatives from
Sister Yates is concerned with being
all the different constituencies on cam “the second youngest sister in the provi
pus—faculty, staff, and students, lay dence.” She feels that there are “few
partners, CSJ, and people of varied reli sisters to follow and work in higher
gious affiliations—is actively involved education.” She views it as an exciting
in educating the College community transitional time—going from countthrough several new student and em lesssisterstofarfeweroncampus. From
ployee orientations such as Founder’s the beginning, however, she explained,
Week and St. Joseph’s Day celebra the sisters worked in partnership with
tions, the FOCUS
lay people. The Col
newsletter, and the re The following is a breakdown of the lege continually hires
vision of the College’s religious backgrounds present on
faculty and staff who
campus among those who responded continue the mission
Mission Statement.
When the College to a religious questionnaire:
and values of the Col
Catholic
was founded, it had two
63%
lege and CSJ heritage.
Baptist
9%
groups of people in
Among the many
Lutheran
7%
mind. The College was
changes over the years
Christian
5%
established to provide
is the composition of
Protestant
2%
a Catholic liberal arts
the student body. The
Non-Denominational
2%
education for women
population has changed
Southern Baptist
2%
and sisters. The mis
from predominately
Methodist
1%
sion of the Sisters of St.
residential
to largely
Islam
1%
Joseph and the College
commuter.
In
1971, in
Presbyterian
1%
both were intrinsically
clusion of males took
Assembly of God
1%
linked. In the 1950s,
place. Today, 80 per
Full Gospel
1%
the majority of faculty
cent of the students are
were sisters, most of
working. In an effort
whom lived on campus. There was no to get a sense of who the students are this
need for a Mission and Values Commit semester, questionnaires went out to all
tee at that time. The sisters and the rest resident students who chose to attend a
of the College community knew the floor meeting and all freshman at Fresh
mission and values. It was who they man Orientation. Of those question
were.
naires distributed. 121 were completed
During the 1970s, the sisters (ap and turned in. The purpose of the ques
proximately 40) were living on the whole tionnaire was two-fold. One, it served
second floor of Medaille Hal’ and in the as a collection of religious preference

information because at this point the
College does not have the capability to
do so by computer during registration.
Secondly, it was used to see what the
interests are of the students in order to
develop appropriate programming.
Religious responses show that while
62 percent of the respondents are active
religiously, the rest are not. This illus
trates that students are not coming for
the original purpose of the College.
Meeting the spiritual needs of the
religiously diverse College community,
as the Mission and Values Committee
and Campus Ministry endeavor to do, is
very challenging at this time in history.

by Chrissy Mack
Business Editor
Journey beyond the walls of the
College and join Dr. Rex Van Almsick,
chair of the department of philosophy,
religion, and socialscienccs, on an amaz
ing adventure through Russia. Visit the
Cathedrals of Moscow and St. Peters
burg. take in their culture and see hands
on how Russia thrives. Speak with
Americanbusinessmen working in Rus
sia and learn how they cope with the
change of culture and government. See
how Moscow’s stock exchange works
and sit in on a performance in the Kerlin
Palace of Congress.
This adventure is not only open to
students from the College but also to the
faculty and staff. The trip is planned to
extend from May 18-31, with an eight
night stay in Moscow, one night in
Novogrod, and then a three night stay in
St. Petersburg. Ten spots have been
filled and 16-24 are reserved.
They will be staying in centrally lo
cated hotels in Moscow and St. Peters
burg. The cost of the trip will be ap
proximately $2000, depending upon the
shifting air fair costs, and money which
will be raised by each individual.
The program for this trip consists of
an hour and 15 minute class each morn
ing, and tours and travel in the afternoon
and evening. Survival tips of Russia to
insure safety will be given in an orienta
tion session and program presentation.
Students and staff will also learn how to
use the metro systems which will be
their main transportation. Students will
be receiving three elective credit hours
on a pass or fail basis depending on if
they show for class, go on Moscow
tours, and keep a traveling journal of
their impressions.
The goals of the trip are to broaden
students’ minds, allow them to see Rus
sia as itis now, and enhance minds about
how the common day people live. To
experience the beauty of Russia, for
example, one of the stops is the famous
St. Basil’s Cathedral. Another stop that
will be made is the Armory, the main
Kremlin Museum of Russian history
and arts.
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Stakes high at Casino Night

Web Pic Day garners pictures

by Christy Callanan
Features editor

Students crowded around
with high hopes for a stake at
the big bucks Friday, Septem
ber 26, in the Alumni Caf’ for
the annual Casino Nightsponsored by the Sophomore/Junior class.
Those that dared to risk a
chunk of their fortune held
their breath as cards were dealt
and dice were tossed. Luck
was what everyone needed to
win. Winning became a pri
ority, especially after looking
at the prize list, totaling over
$400 worth of items; a micro
wave, VCR, camera, speaker
phone, and gift certificates to
popular restaurants and stores
in the neighborhood fell in the
range of prizes.
Tables for poker, roulette,
craps, and blackjack filled the
Caf’, some being more popu
photo by Anuy McKenzie
lar than others. Two class
representatives, Katie Adams Cheryl Kemp tries her luck at roulette
and Amie Walker, agreed that “the most mented, “Everyone had such a competi
excitement took place at Clancy Moore’s tive attitude for the first portion of the
craps table.” When asked how he man evening. People wanted to win as much
aged that, Moore responded, “I really as possible.” Everything changed when
enjoy the game and running the table, so Pointer’s delivered the pizza and time
it was easy for me to have fun with it, was called. The snack was devoured
and I guess my energy rubbed off on within minutes as money was tabulated
those playing. The game itself is excit and the auction bidding began. Friends
ing, a lot of bets are going on with each bid against friends or formed joint ac
roll of the dice and something different counts to have a chance to take home a
is always happening.” Adams and big prize. The microwave was the last
Walker also nominated Brian Bratcher item to sell out at Casino Night at a high
as the best dressed casino worker for the price of $800,000.
evening when he showed up in a white
Those that ventured over to the Caf’
tux shirt and black bow tie. The profes received a good deal out of a free night.
sional look was all apart of the effect— Each student from the College received
rented tables were also used for the two packets of money totaling $30,000
games, so everything looked very offi each. One more could be purchased for
cial.
one dollar extra. Guests could receive
The announcement of “no limit” the same package at a price of $3, as well
during the last fifteen minutes of play as the extra packet for another dollar.
ing time proved to either make or break Students didn’t just receive a stack of
those who began betting money by the counterfeit bills for walking in the door,
handfuls. Regina Jones, a sophomore at they were also entitled to soda, pizza,
the College, commented, “I just didn’t and a chance to bid on any of the twentywin enough money. I turned my money five prizes at the end of the night.
over to my boyfriend in the end because
Some left more satisfied than they
I had to leave. 1 was hoping he could thought possible after much of their
make a few gains and we could win a fortune was bargained away. Lisa
great prize, but it turned out he decided Sharek, a freshman at the College, com
to bid high in the last fifteen minutes and mented, “It was a fun and exciting night
lost the money we had.”
even though I broke even in the end. As
The atmosphere was a serious one as it turned out, I was given the speaker
players concentrated intently on their phone by one of my friends, who was a
game. Tunes jammed in the background better gambler than myself.”
over the sound system. Walker com

for College’s website
by Robert Bertels
Staff Writer

Students gathered in the Arnold Me
morial Center, waiting to have their pic
tures taken. The digital camera made
barely a click as it took a picture, no
flash, in the meadow. After several
pictures were stored in the camera, it
was hooked up to a Macintosh com
puter, and the images were loaded di
rectly from the camera into the com
puter. High quality pictures without the
need of a developer were ready to be
added to the College’s homepage. “Web
Pic Day” was underway.
“We needed more pictures to rotate
through,” said Mary Abkemeier, pro
fessor of mathematics and computerscience. “It’s important to keep a web-site
updated... to keep people coming back.
If the site never changes, there is little
reason to visit it again.” On the
Macintosh’s screen, a group picture of
the Griffin Girls appeared, the digital
camera was disconnected, and more pic
tures were sought out. Two computers
occupied the table set up for this day, a
Macintosh for the digital camera, and an
IBM clone for the scanner.
“Students can bring pictures of their
own in and we can scan them into the
computer and put those on the home
page as well,” said Abkemeier. “We
wanted to get more student involvement
in making our homepage.”
Over the summer, a one credit-hour
course was offered to pair students up
with department heads to create web
links for each department. “Our audi
ence is the world,” commented
Abkemeier. With the pictures from
“Web Pic Day,” the web site can be
updated on a more frequent basis.

Currently the College’s web page,
set as the home page on all web brows
ers across campus, contains several fea
tures. Background information on the
College and its founding is available
followed by a message from Dr. Dennis
Golden, president. Frequently asked
questions (FAQ’s) from parents (How
much is tuition?), students (How do I get
an e-mail account?), and prospective
students (How’s the food on campus?)
are available on one link. Information
on admission requirements and upcom
ing sports events are also available.
Questions about graduate and under
graduate degrees are answered as well
as scholarship and financial aid infor
mation.
Some of the faculty have taken ad
vantage of the home page for their class
syllabi. Most of the syllabi available are
not for computer science ormath courses,
but for communication disorders and
social sciences. Lynne Shields, com
munication disorders; Cheryl Baugh,
communication arts; and Susan Lenihan,
communication disorders/deaf educa
tion are just a few members of the fac
ulty who have taken advantage of this
opportunity.
Pictures of students are not the only
thing Abkemeier is looking to put on the
web page. “If students bring in a pic
tures of a piece of art they have made, or
if they bring in a poem they have writ
ten, we will put those on the page as
well.” Pictures may be submitted at any
time to be included on the site. “Web Pic
Day” may be held on a yearly basis, to be
determined on its success.

Wunrow continued from page 1
gays, he replied, “We have an awful lot
more in common [with straight people]
than we do that’s different.” He said gay
relationships are just as complex as
straight ones, that we all take part in
similar activities, and that the sexual
aspect is a small part of all of our lives.
In answer to another question, Wunrow
explained what he meant by the term
“gay and lesbian community.” Recalled
it his “chosen family,” because they are
“the people who love and respect” him,
accept him, and take care of him if he
needs help, like a biological family
should.
Wunrow also had advice for gay
Fontbonne students: “Find each other,
hang out together, work together... edu
cate your friends, educate the staff...be

there for each other.” He thought that
having this forum spoke highly of the
College as a place where controversial
ideas can be discussed, but he also ad
vised students to address possible prob
lems.
People seemed to react positively to
Wunrow. Sophomore Megan Golonka
said that she thought “what he had to say
was very interesting,” and she was “im
pressed at how open he was.” Sr. Ruth
Yates also appreciated his openness,
and reiterated that “it gives a message
that Fontbonne is a safe place to discuss
this.” She introduced the speaker, and in
her introduction said that she was “hop
ing to enhance the educational experi
ence” and the “value of diversity”
through this forum.

Campus continuedfrom page 1
ized plan is, and will continue to be, time
consuming.
“A final draft of the plan is scheduled
to be out in January,” said Zack. “After
that we may need to look at fund raising

options.”
The results of the master plan may
become visible as soon as early next
semester, but as both Bratcher and Zack
warn, “nothing is final yet.”

The Fontbanner could use a few good writers.

Interested?

Stop by FA 206

or call 889-4550.
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Art students explore Southwest Wang showcases his work
by Allison Brock

by Allison Brock

Staff Writer
With their paints, brushes, and canv ases packed tightly together in a couple
of trucks, 20 of the College’s art stu
dents and their tour
guide, Tim Liddy,
assistant professor
of art, set off to ex
plore and recreate
the beauty of the
Southwest.
Liddy, the mas
termind behind the
project, offered the
trip as an art class
worth up to three
credit hours for the
students. Planning
began with Liddy
speaking to various
landscape painters in St. Louis who had
embarked on similar kinds of journeys
before, and they suggested places wor
thy of a visit.
A phone call to A A A produced a pile
of helpful maps to organize the trip,
some of which remain strewn across the
desk and floor in Liddy’s office.
The 11 day artistic adventure con
sisted of stopping at many significant,
scenic places. The troop first passed
through Colorado Springs, Colorado,
where they spent time enjoying the Gar
den of the Gods.
In Taos, New Mexico, which ac
cording to one art student, “is very South
west looking,” the group visited many
art galleries. Near this town, they came
across Abiquiu, home of Georgia
O’Keefe’s studio. Because it happened
to be an “unbelievably gorgeous day,”
they also stopped at a nearby lake and
painted.
Other highlights of the time spent in
New Mexico included Bandelier Na
tional Monument, a park filled with
waterfalls and cliff dwellings, and a trip
to Luna de 527 Gallery in Santa Fe,
where Victor Wang’s works were fea
tured.
From there, the group experienced
the majesty of the northern rim of the
Grand Canyon. For many of the travel
ers, this was the best part of the trip.
Because of Memorial Day Weekend
crowds and the fact that they were
strapped for time, the art students were
not able to paint on site. To compensate
they took a lot of pictures, so their works
ended up being a combination of memo
ries, photographs, and the feelings they
experienced.
Back on the road once more, they
approached southern Utah and encoun
tered Zion National Monument. In one
joumeyer’s opinion, “It was beautiful.
The landscape was so surreal.”
Before reaching St. Louis, their last
destination was Grand Junction, Colo
rado, where they did not paint, but stayed
overnight. At this point in the trek, some
of the students were disappointed be
cause they did not have access to a
television and were sadly missing the
Chicago Bulls’ playoff game.

In between their many stops, the
traveling band roughed it at KO A camp
sites and enjoyed the rugged outdoors

photo courtesy of Chris Kelly

through campfires, cooking (“that was
an experience”), and nightly critiques.
Some of the Taiwanese students who
went along had never been camping
before and longed for the comforts of a
hotel.
In the mornings they rose early as the
sun came up, and after having a bit of
breakfast, headed out for the open road.
Driving was certainly a central part of
the trip.
According to Liddy, “it was very
tiring,” which makes sense because they
usually spent up to six hours on the road
each day.
After visiting predetermined places
to paint and as the evening drew to a
close, they would search for a campsite
to spend the night.
One particular evening that sticks
out in Liddy’s mind involved a tremen
dous downpour of rain. “We had the fire
going and started cooking, but it started
pouring. We were soaked.”
Needless to say, they were still able
to eat that night. Apparently, the art
students have great culinary skills as
well. “Billie Harris made the best beans
and rice.”
Liddy is going to make the summer
art trip a tradition, and he is already
thinking about next year. He would like
to go to Sonoma, California and the San
Francisco area, but this time, he and his
students would fly there and rent a van
for transportation. This part of the coun
try would enable them to capture the
essence of a wide range of scenery in
cluding the ocean, vineyards, and moun
tains.
The students’ compositions of the
Southwest are currently on display in
the art gallery in the library, and the
show will run through October 24.
Observing the paintings allows one to
see how the art students interpreted the
wide variety of landscape they encoun
tered.
Forthose who have visited the South
west before, the paintings bring back
memories full ofwonder and awe. In the
same way, the compositions bring this
region up close to those who have not
had the pleasure of being there.
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Staff Writer
Wang was always encouraged to
Aside from instructing various art
classes during the College’s summer study art history and painting, and with
session, Victor Wang, assistant profes his mother working as a librarian, this
sor of art, showcased some of his works interest was furthered. This advantage
at the grand opening of Luna de 527 allowed him to check out many books
Gallery in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The that were supposed to remain in the
invitational art show’s duration lasted library, and he was also able take out
one month, beginning with an opening more books than other library goers.
reception on Friday, May 30.
In general, many of his composi
The owners of the
tions are autobio
gallery, Jeff and
graphical. He re
Apama Mackey, had
calls both the posi
been familiar with
tive and negative ex
Wang’s work and in
periences he had in
vited him to display
China when creat
his illustrated cre
ing his works.
ations.
Three of
“Maybe
the
Wang’s oil paintings,
negative experi
all portraits, entitled
ences I had were
“A Girl in Red Chair,”
good formy creativ
“Rebirth,” and “Alisa”
ity.”
adorned the walls of
With each com
this new art gallery.
position, Wang al
According
to
ways begins by us
Wang, “When I’m
ing red, a color that
looking at the model
is often associated
I’m painting, I’m
with his homeland.
looking at the emo
The presence of
tional responses.
masks in some of his
photo courtesy erf Victor Wang
There are certain ges
compositions stems
tures that can evoke Victor Wang's daughter, Connie,
from his trips to the
emotional responses poses in front of Wang's painting
theater as a child and
and feelings. As long "Girl in Red Chair"
watching his father
as I have that kind of feeling from the act on stage.
model, I will make the composition.”
Proceeding high school, he worked
His ultimate goal is “to express the on a collective farm for three years,
impact of human dream and desire in where he did hard labor like planting
[his] work.”
com and grinding wheat. Some of his
Seventeen other artists were asked paintings reflect the kind of life he led
to take part in this show as well. “Some on the farm and the mixed feelings he
were from the Southwest, nearthe Santa had upon its end.
Fe area, and others came from South
In 1987, Wang was sent to the United
American countries and other parts of States for one year to study at the Uni
the world.”
versity of Illinois at Champaign-Ur
Wang’s accomplishments do not bana. Because of the political situation
stop there, however. One of his oil in his country, he remained in the U.S.
paintings, another portrait entitled “A and enrolled in the graduate program at
Brooding Gi rl,” was chosen as the cover Washington University.
of the art show’s program, though it
Later, he transferred to Fontbonne,
was not one of the works featured in the where he received his master of fine
gallery.
arts, and has been teaching since 1991.
Wang’s interest in art developed
Right now, as the fall semester is in
from the beginning of Mao’s Cultural session, Wang once again finds himself
Revolution, while he was growing up devoting time to his students and classes.
in the Heilonjiang Province in China. He is hopeful that next year he will be
As a child, he started collecting and asked to come back to the Luna de 527
copying different political cartoons, Gallery, where he will proudly unveil
which was a popular pastime in his another cluster of his creative genius.
neighboihood.
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Activities Fair offers students

FOCUS believes the Back to School Dance was a success
Dear Fontbanner,
Recently you printed an article in the September 1997 issue regarding Fontbonne’s
annual Back to School Dance. Your article highlighted that although the FOCUS
Orientation committee was a first-time sponsor of this event, we made numerous
mistakes in preparation before, and throughout, the evening. The members of
FOCUS were astonished to read of the article’s criticism of the event, especially
since we believe the dance was a success. Since the Fontbanner is a popular and
well-read publication, as well as Fontbonne’s only permanent record of the
school’s events, the members of FOCUS would like to set the record straight.
Regarding the “lighting difficulties” your article mentioned, FOCUS members
did not anticipate the crowds to arrive right at 9 p.m., which has been the case in
past dances, and held true for this one. We had adequate time to work with the
lighting before the first students arrived. As for the “discussion about the price of
admission” that occurred “minutes before the dance”—there was no such “discus
sion.” As activities chairperson, I was simply prepping the volunteers who were
working the door (non-FOCUS members) at the shift change, making sure that they
understood that admission was free. Finally, regarding the article’s critique of our
publication, we chose to write our signs in marker so as to be more colorful and
attention-grabbing. Obviously, the signs got the word out; an observation was
made by Carla Hickman, director of student activities, that this was the most wellattended Back to School Dance in Fontbonne’s history.
Because the dance was so highly attended, FOCUS members believe that the
dance was a success and achieved its goal to provide Fontbonne students with a
chance to meet new people. Our organization would like for your readers to know
this, and to thank everyone who attended the event, which made it so successful.
The dance provided a great way for Fontbonne students to begin the school year.
Elizabeth Bickel
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chance to explore organizations
by Ann Rapko
Staff Writer

Members of the community who
were interested in joining campus orga
nizations had the opportunity to dis
cover their options on Wednesday, Sep
tember 17. The annual Activities Fair
offered the chance to explore campus
organizations. The event was held from
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and was located
inside the Arnold Memorial Center and
on the patio area of the conjoining
meadow. This year, 20 organizations
participated in the Activities Fair.
Carla Hickman, director of residen
tial life and student activities, thought
the “event went very well and had a
good response from the members of the
community.” Hickman attributed the
positive response to “the panel discus
sions that were held during Freshman
Orientation. Members of campus orga
nizations speaking directly to students
about the importance of being involved
was a great recruitment tactic.”
Christine Cradock, president of Psi
Kappa Zeta, the college’s coed frater
nity, agreed that the turnout for the Ac
tivities Fair was excellent. She
thought that “since the event was moved
back two weeks, my organization had
more time to prepare. Our booth had 31
signatures on our interest sheet, and that
is the highest number we have had in at
least two years.”

“Last April, the presidents of all the
campus organizations voted to postpone
the Activities Fair, so the organizations
had time to meet and get together their
ideas for the new school year. However,
the 1998 Activities Fair will be a week
earlier in the semester, since this year’s
seemed almost too late,” commented
Hickman.
The Activities Fair offered facts and
fun. Many organizations gave atten
dance prizes; Sophomore Libby Dust
received a package of various items
from Campus Ministry. “My package
contained a phone card, coupons, and an
informational book and tape about Chris
tianity. Campus Ministry gave away
useful and informative items,” stated
Dust.
Freshman Katie Gardiner also found
the Activities Fair helpful. “I really did
not know which organizations I was
interested in joining. The Activities
Fair really helped me in deciding which
organizations I want to be a member of,”
said Gardiner.
The Activities Fair had a good re
sponse. However, Hickman commented,
“The event has been evaluated and, as
always, we know what we can improve
on to make the Fair even better next
year.”

Staff Writer
Nov 5th:
Halloween will be past, but a certain group will still be after
blood. The Red Cross will be in the Dunham Student Activities Center (DS AC)
accepting blood donations, for everyone who is willing and able to give blood.
Student Government Association (SGA) sponsors this event.

Nov 7th:
Sr. Joan Lescinski will discuss her position as vice president
of academic affairs and dean, at the SGA meeting. The meeting will be at 12:15
p.m. in the Arnold Memorial Center (AMC).

Nov 7-8th: Communication Arts Language and Literature, and the De
partment of Fine Arts Theater, will hold the annual Radio Show. This year’s
performance will include “The Water Engine” and “$100,000 For a Wife.”
Performances will be held in the fine arts building theater, and will begin at 8:00
p.m. This year’s show promises to be “splash,” dunking booth and all.

October

■Child
Teens
'Adults

22-26
29-Nov 1
Fri. & Sat
7:30 - Midnight

$6.00 per person
Nov 12-14th: The College’s cultural celebration
Wednesday Nov 12th, a critical issues presentation entitled “A
Personal Look at SouthAfrica” will begin at noon, in the AMC and will be Proceeds to:
presented by Sister Mary Carol. That evening, from 7 to 8 p.m., there will be * Florissant Valley
Fire Protection Disu
a cultural celebration reception.

Thursday, Nov. 13th, costumes from various heritages will be dis
played from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., in the AMC. Information booths will be set up
from noon to 1 p.m. to answer questions students may have and to hand out
information.
Friday, Nov 14th, Traders Market Place will be sponsored by Stu
dents for the Enhancement of Black Awareness.

Also look for a Pajama party sponsored by Residence Hall Associa
tion, to be held this week.

Nov. 21-22nd:
Psi Kappa Zeta will be holding its annual Teeter-Tot
in the Alumni Caf. Teetering begins at 11:00 a.m. on Friday, and will continue
through the night until 11:00 a.m. on Saturday. This year's fundraising goes to
the St. Patrick's Center.

SGA, and class officer elections will be held early in the month of
December. Students can vote inthe dininghall, orthe Caf. Anyone interested
in running for a position should see Carla Hickman, director of residential life
and student activities, or Norene Diel, SGA president, or leave a message in
the SGA office located in the AMC.

Sunday
:30 - 10 p.m.

* Other Jaycee Charities
-Junior Chamber Mission Inn
-Wonderland Camp
-Jaycee Foundation

Wed. & Thurs.
7:30 - 10 p.m.
HALLOWEEN 9 - Midnight

At Chambers Park
5185 North Highway, 67
Next to Jamestown Sports Complex

** Bring a canned good and receive $1.00 o
One discount per person per visit

Recommended for All Ages - Guided Tours Available Upon Request

Opinion

Tips for grocery stores and shoppers—such as enforcing
cart ’parking violations’ and ringing Paully’s bell
by Chris Sommer
Columnist

It is said that you should eat something before you go to the grocery store. This
is to prevent you from making any impulse purchases... which is defined as going
to the store to get bread, and coming back with the no-name lawn furniture just on
the other side of the freezer section. So, according to this theory, I am supposed to
eat a sandwich or something to suppress my appetite before going shopping. But
it seems that no matter how much suppressing I do, I still find myself eating the ice
in the produce section... for some reason it tastes better than my ice at home. I sneak
a piece, and, in an effort to get rid of the evidence, I practically swallow it whole.
I act like stealing the ice is some sort of guerrilla reconnaissance mission. I give
a casual look around, act as if I am going to purchase some asparagus, and then
swoop... 1 am enjoying a couple of H’s and an O. I don’ t know why I am so secretive
about it though. Are they really going to arrest me for taking some ice? Maybe not,
but if they knew how many grapes I have gotten them for over the years, I would
currently be doing 3-5 years in a state penitentiary.
Regardless of whether you shop at the National store on the east side, or the
Dierberg’s in Ladue, there are still commonalties between all grocery stores. They
have certain unwritten rules:
1) All carts should have one bad wheel that is continually causing the cart to
want to go to the left. This forces you to have to push harder with your left
arm in an effort to keep the thing going straight.
2) Some part of the floor should be “brick,” this is so that the carts make so much
noise that you can’t hear the produce employees “spelling their names” in
the ice.
3) The layout of the store must go: florist, free grapes and ice, ambrosia salad,
spam, meat (real meat), frozen pizzas, school supplies, Weber grills,
seafood (only at Dierberg’s in Ladue), jarts set, milk \ Kraft products,
bakery, and finally, some magazine with Brad Pitt on the cover causing
Robin, my fiancd, to give me that look of disgust and say, “He is soooo cute.
He is much cuter than you. He really makes me realize just how ugly you
are, Chris. If I were given my choice between oxygen or him, I would
Cartoon Box
definitely choose him.”
4) That whole “12 items in the
by Christina Kenawell
express lane” thing, it
only applies to you.
Breads must go in the
Wash U
part of the cart where
Too
the kid’s seat is, that is,
unless you have a kid.
Then you don’t buy
bread because you are
J
u
too busy spanking the
-too MUcM.
child for eating grapes.
5) There must always be some
generic brand of soda with the word
“Dr.” in it,like Dr. Schnee” or “Dr.
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Soda” or “Dr. Anything-That-Lets-You-Know-That-This-Tastes-LikeDr. -Pepper-Without-B reaking-Some-Trademark-Law.”
6) You must act like a jerk, (management only)
7) For every 12 lanes open there should be one bagger, and he must be
approximately 107 years old.
8) When you get to the check out lane you must buy gum... more specifically,
either those little multi-colored Chicklets that come in the yellow envelope
pack or Fruit Stripes.
9) The butcher must resemble Rocky’s brother-in-law, Paully.
10) The butcher, Paully, must also become very perturbed when you actually
have the audacity to ring the bell for customer service. He doesn’t have
time to help you... he is obviously busy smoking and thinking of reasons
not to bathe.
Grocery stores are also helpful as economic indicators for an area. What I mean
is that if you own a house, and you see a grocery cart, and you are not at the grocery
store, then your neighborhood is going to hell. If you are in bad neighborhood you
will see grocery carts just sitting at street comers. Why is the cart there? Maybe
the shopper did not have a car? Maybe there used to be a grocery store at that comer,
and they simply have not picked up all of their stuff yet? Maybe they are getting
ready to start a real estate agency for homeless people and the cart is one of the
models?
In conclusion, (NOTE FOR ENGLISH STUDENTS: You can never end a
paper with the words “in conclusion.” It will cost you 5 points off of your paper.
Only I, as a tenured newspaper writer, can use that phrase... but then again, I am not
taking the newspaper class for a grade.) Anyway, in conclusion, I have the
following suggestions for the stores:
* They should sell Count Chocula without the brown “healthy” pieces, just give
us the marshmallows. The only reason that “oat stuff’ is in there in the first
place is because that is what makes it a “balanced breakfast.”
* They should get rid of Cheerios. Just sell us that gray-sugar-straight-glucosesubstance at the bottom of the bowl.
* Enforce cart “parking violations” for people who just double-park right in the
middle of the aisle.
* Catchy slogan—“Come see our melons!”
* All of the people that leave their carts in a parking space should lose their cart
privileges for several years and be forced to use those little baskets that all
but give you carpal tunnel.
* If a child throws a fit in the store, everyone gets to hit him.
* A federal law requiring revealing the true ingredients of headcheese.
* Move the handicapped parking spaces to the back of the lot... after all, they get
to drive those little carts and I have to walk.
* Provide complimentary parkas at the beginning of the freezer section.
* Three words—Little Debbie Pizzas.

Quoteline
Do you believe that you are getting your money’s worth
by getting an education at Fontbonne?
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Kelly Pearoe
Sophomore
Nursing
“I think that there
is always room for
improvement in edu
cation, but Fontbonne
is making great
stndes to meet this
challenge."

Katie Doctor
Junior
Fine Arts
"I feel I’m getting a
terrific education at
Fontbonne; the teach
ers and staff are great.
But since there are such
limited art facilities,it's
hard to say that I am
truely getting my
money's worth."

Cara Cantwell
Senior
Elementary Education

Libby Dust
Sophomore
Biology

"Fontbonne is well
known for its education
department, so I feel I
am getting a quality
education for my
money.”

"Ed (my dad) is pay
ing too much!”

compiled by Andy McKenzie
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Johnson tests his physical prowess in variety of exploits
by Justin R. Lopinot
Editor in Chief
Trevor Johnson is often accused by
friends ofbeing “too extreme” or“overly
adventurous.”
Consider Johnson’s most recent ex
ploit. As the ultimate test of his running
stamina, he entered the Heart of America
Marathon in Columbia, Missouri last
month. The race, 26 miles and 387
yards, is considered one of the most
di fficult marathons in the country due to
its hilly terrain. Despite the challenge,
and the fact that this was Johnson’s first
marathon, he managed to finish within
the top half of the runners. Though he
nearly dehydrated, the only injury
Johnson suffered was a bad case of
“runner’s nipple.”
“After 26 miles of my shirt rubbing
against my nipple, I looked down and
my shirt was bloody and I
thought, ‘Oh no, I have runner’s
nipple,”’ commented Johnson.
“When I was running, most of
all my legs hurt... you don’t think
about your nipple very much.”
Running is just one of
Johnson’s many athletic activi
ties. A true “small towner,”
Johnson grew up five miles out
side of Lonedcll, Missouri where
“Mama” and “Pappy Johnson”
own 26 acres of land. At home,
Johnson developed an interest
in outdoor activities such as hik
ing, horseback riding, and bik
ing. He was also very active in
his church, an attribute he still
carries with him and which has
led him to recently sign up for a
series of Bible memorization
courses at Maplewood Bible
Baptist Church.
At St. Clair High School,
Johnson was co-captain of his wrestling
team and a State Qualifier in the 189
pound weight class three times, medaling
once. Also a rugged football player,
Johnson played both offense and de
fense as a guard and middle linebacker,
earning FirstTeam All-Conference hon
ors once and being named co-captain of
his team as a senior. It was also during
high school when Johnson’s apprecia
tion of martial arts expanded and he
achieved success in Judo.
“Tae Kwon Do was my first intro
duction to martial arts. I didn’t like it
much and all those big fancy kicks never
impressed me, so I got into Judo which
is kind of like wrestling,” said Johnson.
For two summers, when Johnson was
14 and 15, he trained with the Olympic
Judo Team. During this time, he also
trained with the National Team.
"They offered to let me live with
them and take me to international Judo
competitions, but I was too much of a
‘home-boy’ and I decided that I didn’t
want to make Judo my life,” said
Johnson, who continued his training in
Lonedell.
At age 17, Johnson got back into
competitive Judo and took first in State
and Regionals before placing forth at

Junior Nationals for his age and weight
class.
When he found time between sack
ing and protecting quarterbacks and kick
ing and pinning opponents, Johnson met
his girlfriend of five years, Brooke Wil
liams, “the ultimate country girl.”
“I usually try to get her into activities
that I do,” said Johnson. “She used to lift
weights with me and then I taught her
Judo. 1 got her to where she could beat
the guys in my Judo class.” In what
could be considered a relationship ten
sion reliever, the couple would occa
sionally spar each other. “When
you shake her hand, she tries to
squeeze your hand really hard.
She’s not fragile, that’s forsure,”
commented Johnson.

ary nurse or join Wycliff Bible Transla
tors and go over seas into Third World
countries.
Johnson is currently a Military Sci
ence Four (MS-IV) cadet in the Wash
ington University ROTC program. It is
his last year before being commissioned
as an officer. Before advancing to an
MS-IV this past spring, he won the Honor
Cadet Award for having the highest
ROTC grade among all of the MS-IIIs.
The Army, more or less, “owned”
Johnson last summer. First, he attended
basic camp in Fort Knox, Kentucky. He

began jump school, only 260 completed
the required five jumps and received
their “Wings” for graduating.
Johnson’s forth jump proved to be
his most memorable. A wind storm
caused the Air Force officer aboard the
airplane to call off the jump which did
not suit well with Johnson’s Jump Mas
ter, who “started cussing out the Air
Force guy.” He then overruled and
forced the 30 nervous soldiers to jump
out.
“Some people got their shoots en
tangled with other people’s. I think one
person on thatjump
broke his neck,”
said Johnson. “The
force of impact
shattered one of my
plastic ankle braces
and then I flipped
over three or four
times. I got tangled
up in my shoot and
then a big gust of
wind came, blew up
my canopy, and
dragged me for
about a split-second
or two across the
field before I un
hooked my canopy
release
attach
ments.”
These “combat
jumps” were both
strenuous and dan
gerous, as cadets
photos courtesy of Trevor Johnson
carried
over 100
Johnson gets true "Army treatment" from his girlfriend (left); Johnson,
pounds
of
equip
in his Judo outfit, with just a portion of his trophies and medals
ment before drop
(above)
ping it 100 yards
from the ground.
“On one of mine, I actually landed on
Johnson is quick to note that “she’s then spent two and a half weeks working
not only pretty on the outside, but she’s in a critical care unit at Walter Reed in my equipment and rolled off the top of
a beautiful person within and smart too.” Washington, D.C. Next, Johnson was it... I thought I had a concussion, but at
She recently finished first in her class at shipped to Fort Lewis, Washington for least about a day afterwards, I recov
the Bames Radiography Technologist’s five weeks of “humping around in the ered. That bloody nipple [from the
School and now plans on attending Do woods with a rugsack... and sleeping on marathon] stayed around for a couple of
days and I got a pretty bad scab,” com
simetry School where she will learn to the cold ground.”
set the doses for radiation patients.
His final destination was Fort mented Johnson. “I think I’d rather
Though Johnson himself has made Benning, Georgia where Johnson have a concussion than a bloody nipple
his mark on the College campus by “jumped out of planes five times and got anytime.”
being a Resident Assistant in Medaille called names a lot.” Out of 370 soldiers
Hall for two years, a member of the from all branches of the military who
Griffin cheerleading team as a fresh
man, a regular in the campus weight
room, and a member of the Association
of College Conservatives; he is actually
a nursing senior at Deaconess College.
“When I go over to Deaconess, it’s
kind of like I’m going to work. Then I
come home to Fontbonne,” said Johnson,
who "got to live at Fontbonne” because
Deaconess tore down its male housing
to create more parking.
In the future, Johnson aspires to earn
a master’s degree in both nursing and
theology. He then plans on serving the
remainderof his time in the Army, which
he joined under the ROTC program two
years ago. When finished with his ser
vice, he would like to go on Inactive
Ready Reserve and become a mission

F SHARE A PARKING SPACE WITH A FRIEND 1
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Come into Student Development and check
out the ride board for names and
numbers of other commuters who would
like to share a ride.
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Houston becomes director

Shkodriani goes from part

of didactic program

to full-time professor

by Ann Rapko

by Amber Miller

Staff Writer
The human environmental sci
ences department’s newest member
is Cheryl Houston, who became di
rector of the didactic program (an
undergraduate program in dietet
ics). Not only is Houston busy
evaluating the dietetics program, she
is also a professor of nutrition and
dietetics. Currently, she is compar
ing the College’s dietetics program
with the nation’s top five dietetics
programs. “I am taking inventory
of our program, and making sure we
stay on the cutting edge,” stated
Houston.
Houston received her master’s
degree in dietetics from St. Louis Uni
versity (SLU), and is a registered dieti
tian. She is presently working on her
doctorate with the School of Public
Health at SLU. Before her arrival at the
College, Houston was an instructor at
the Washington University School of
Medicine where, along with the School
of Social Work, she now serves as a
nutrition consultant. She is currently
involved in two research projects at
Washington University.
“The two research projects that I am
working on both have similar goals.
Their focus is on the eating habits of
low-income, African-American women.
The research has shown if AfricanAmerican women eat healthy, they can
lower their risk of developing cancer
and heart disease, or Type 2 diabetes,”
explained Houston.
The Type 2 diabetes research project
will be completed in May of 1998. So
far, 239 women have been involved in
the project, and Houston and her col
leagues hope to have at least 100 more
participants.
“These are women with lots of stres
sors in their lives. Our research, how
ever. is making changes. Since type 2
diabetes has been known to be heredi
tary, a healthy diet helps lower the de
velopment of type 2 diabetes,” com
mented Houston.
Not only is Houston a professor and
a researcher, she has another title to add
to her list: published writer. Over the
past 11 years, she has written numerous
items for medical texts and journals and
textbook chapters about behavior change
and lifestyle. In a medical text on diabe
tes entided “Diabetes Across Lifespan,”
Houston wrote a chapter about how to
“incorporate behavior change" with
people who have diabetes. Houston has
also been featured in a behavior text
series, and has had several articles pub-

BEGINNING BABIES
WITH BOOKS
Volunteers needed to assist in the
Beginning Babies with Books program
of the YMCA of Greater St. Louis,
KETC-Channel 9, St. Louis Public
Library and the St. Louis Regional
Medical Center. Read to children in
clinic waiting rooms! For more
information or to volunteer, call Patty
Molano at 436-1177. ext. 365 or Judi
Sams at 879-6233.

photo by Justin R. Lopinot

lished in various medical journals, in
cluding “Evaluation and the Health Pro
fessional” and the “Journal of Nutrition
Education.” The journal articles prima
rily deal with “published findings and
results of various research work I have
done,” stated Houston.
While Houston claims her hobbies
include “work, work, and more work,”
she does have another focus: her two
boys, Vincent, age 9, and Joseph, age 3.
“I love spending time with my children.
Vincent is involved in Cub Scouts, and
I really enjoy camping and hiking with
him,” Houston said.
Anotheractivity Houston makes time
for is gardening. “I have been eyeing the
flowers on campus, and I really would
like my own plot of land to work with,”
mentioned Houston. Currently, Hous
ton is working on developing her gar
dens out on her three and a half acres of
land, located in Wildwood, Missouri.
“It is so different gardening in Wild
wood. At our old house in Kirkwood, I
had a small yard, so I noticed the huge
impact the flowers had. It is a little
tougher working with three and a half
acres,” explained Houston. Luckily,
Houston had the luxury of being neigh
bors with Edgar Dennison, a local au
thor who wrote the book Missouri Wild
flowers before recently passing away.
Dennison taught Houston how to iden
tify “native Missouri flowers, and this
has helped me identify flowers out in the
woods.” Houston maintains that she
just needs a way to “keep the deer away
from my gardens.”
Houston was surprised that such a
small campus would be so busy. She
admitted, “I was a little nervous about
working with undergraduate students. I
was worried I would not be able to relate
since I have done so much work with
graduate students. However, I enjoy
working with the students; they are truly
committed to their education and pro
fession. Since I have done work with the
faculty before arriving, being here feels
ust like coming home.”

classified ads cost
$5 per column inch,
it's quite a bargain!
For more info, call 889-4550,
fax 889-1451
(Att Fontbanner),
or write to:
Fontbanner
6800 Wydown Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105

Staff Writer
If she can’t be traveling and discov
ering different cultures, then Gina
Shkodriani is content to be the newest
member of the department of philoso
phy, religion, and social sciences. Al
though she has worked at the College
part-time for two years, this is her first
year as a full-time professor. “I’m start
ing to realize just how much smaller the
school is [compared to others] and I’m
finding it much more comfortable. lam
really getting to know the students fast.”
To Shkodriani, being a full-time
teacher means meeting a “new chal
lenge to be an advisor.” She is ex
tremely happy to work at the College
because of its unique program. “It is a
combination of psychology, sociology,
and human services.” She fits right in
since “social psychology is my spe
cialty.” She teaches Survey of Sociol
ogy, Human Service Agencies and Poli
tics, Social Problems, and Basic Tech
niques for the Human Services.

Although traveling and learning
about different cultures is Shkodriani’s
favorite thing to do, she admits that
“lately I’ve been staying up late and
doing research.” She does keep her
enjoyment of travel alive in spirit, how
ever, by taking different cultural dance
classes. The dance classes she has taken
include cultures such as “Caribbean,
West African, and Middle Eastern.”
Hereducational background includes
a bachelor’s from the University of Mis
souri at Columbia and a master’s of
psychology from St. Louis University.
She is currently a doctoral candidate at
SLU. For the last several years,
Shkodriani has taught part-time for
schools like SLU and St. Louis Commu
nity College at Forest Park and at
Florissant Valley. She has also worked
in the corporate environment as a re
search analyst. Shkodriani has lived in
the St. Louis area for most of her life.
She now resides in Qayton.

College adds math professor
by Amber Miller
Staff Writer
Both students’ minds and flowers
are blooming in the hands of Ann
Prograis. A florist on the side, Prograis
Ar a Oest-pear professor At Ate tepaTment of mathematics and computer sci
ence. She is delighted to be working at
the College because “the environment is
conducive to education and the campus
is beautiful.”
In addition, she also likes the people
at the College. Prograis says that every
one has been “very nice and very help
ful.” She teaches courses in mathemat
ics including College Algebra, Funda
mentals of Algebra, and College Math
Skills.
She comes to the College from Har
ris-Stowe State College where she taught
for five years. Her education includes a
degree from Fisk University in Nash
ville, Tennessee. In addition to teach
ing, Prograis enjoys owning her own
Ladies continued from page 12
held West Florida’s offense to just two
goals.
When asked about the outcome of
the game, Coach Herb Forester com
mented, “The University of West Florida
game was definitely the best I have seen
this team play. Considering the fact that
they are a Division II program and were
ranked so highly, we did an excellent
job.”
Back at home, the Lady Griffins suf
fered a disappointing 2-1 overtime loss
against conference rival Principia Col
lege last week. Falling behind early in
the first half, Fontbonne played catch up
the rest of the game. Finally, late in the
second half Leilani Enriques nailed a
bomb 30 yards out and tied the game up.
The outcome of this game would deter
mine the seeding for the SLIAC confer
ence tournament, so overtime had to be
played. Consequently, in the first fif
teen minute sudden death overtime,
Principia scored and claimed victory.
The Lady Griffins have one more

flower shop. “I do weddings. I just
finished a huge project for AG
Edwards.”
Ate tersrigebT Aterg AtegnaA’ says’
that she has encountered since she be
gan at the College in August is “the
parking situation. There is a conde
scending attitude towards the College
that I cannot understand. We are an
institution of higher learning.” Withan
architect for a husband, she finds her
self interested in issues like the College ’s
parking. She notes that, “he works on
similar projects since he is on the Heri
tage and Urban Design Committee.”
Prograis and her husband reside in
the Central West End. She has three
sons. The oldest is 25, while the middle
son is 21 and is in his third year at
Stanford University. Her youngest son,
Anthony, is 19 and a first year student at
the College.

season game against Washington Uni
versity and then they advance to the
conference tournament. Seeded num
ber three, Fontbonne will either take on
Westminister College or Blackbum
College in the first round of the tourna
ment. A win in this game would then
most likely match up the Lady Griffins
with rival Maryville University in a re
peat of last year’s SLIAC tournament
finals. Last season, Fontbonne won the
game 1-0. The Lady Griffins are look
ing forward to a tough game, hopefully
another win, and a successful end to
another season.

Hawk Papers for Charity v
November 6
Help over 10,000 needy children In St Louis-volunteer on
November 6 for Old Newsboys Day! A special edition of the
Suburban Journals helps raise money for children's
charities each year.
Stop by the PR office, 424 Ryan Hall, for hot chocolate and
treats, then go to Big Bend and Wydown in your Old
Newsboys Day apron. Sign up for a half an hour time slot
between 7 and 9:30 a.m. Call Dana Benedicktus in the
public relations office, ext 1483.
I We’ll be out there rain, shine or snow, so come prepared! y
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Librarian also ’Novel-writer-in-residence’ Dr. Miller
by Chris Crecelius

plans Amazon

Staff Writer
There are alien landings and Russian
spies being contacted through the
College’s library. Just ask the librarian,
Joe Rogers. Rogers has orchestrated
these events in his two novels, Easter in
Moscow: A Spy Novel and Realm of
Hayden: A Space Age Fantasy.
The first, Easter in Moscow, was
published in 1984 and tells the story of
KGB agents sabotaging the CIA’s com
puter system. In Realm of Hayden,
Rogers tells the story of an alien named
Hayden and his threat to earth.
“1 like to get the reader involved
pretty quick, so the action moves
quickly,” said Rogers.
Although Rogers now has the pub
lishing dilemma solved, he still main
tains that it was not as easy as it seemed.
“I always start writing whenever I
get the inspiration, but there’s always a
little work when starting,” said Rogers.
And he started right here in St. Louis.
The Life and Times
Rogers, a graduate of St. Louis Uni
versity High School, first began writing
short stories for his English classes
around the time he was a sophomore.
By age seventeen, he was interested in
writing as a career. His first major piece
of writing, with a career in mind, came
shortly after graduation from SLUH. It
was a 52 page fantasy book entitled
“Dream Warriors,” which has not been
published because “it was too long for a
short story and too short for a novel,”

recalled Rogers.
Rogers continued writing
through college at St. Louis
University, where he majored
in English and also loaded up
on computer science courses.
“One of my strengths in
writing computer espionage
books [like Easter in Mos
cow] was my background in
computers,” said Rogers. “I
think my next book will be
greatly influenced by the
Internet.”
After graduating from
SLU, Rogers took a job in
computer programming until
he heard of a master’s exten
sion program in library sci
ence through the University
of Missouri. He earned his
master’s in library science af
ter spending three summers
in Columbia. With his
master’s degree, he began
working as a librarian at
Kirkwood Public Library. For four years
he was content with the Public Library;
however, he longed for a “more profes
sional” job. So he began working at
Harris-Stowe State College, once again
in the library. After three and a half
years at Harris-Stowe, Rogers decided
that he “needed and wanted more time to
write and work on unfinished projects.
So I came to Fontbonne in July of 1994,”
recalled Rogers. “And I really enjoy it.”

Rapko works with staff
by Norene Diel
News Editor
For a woman who has her under self. Her involvement with freshmen
graduate degree from St. Louis Univer also stems into the classroom for the
sity in psychology with a minor in soci freshmen seminar course, where she is
ology and now seeking her master’s the teacher assistant.
Although Rapko
degree in social work
from George Warren
feels that her own life
is somewhat stressful,
Brown School of So
she is participating in
cial Work at Wash
a Stress Management
ington University,
Group as a facilitator.
Emily Rapko has her
She brings experience
sights set on the stu
dent development
to this group through
her involvement with
department.
She
wishes to play one
a crisis hotline for the
Youth Emergency
game of Solitaire or
explore the Internet
Service, where she
inhcrofficejustdoors
responded to callers
seeking help or ad
away from the
vice.
College’s two per
Rapko has also
sonal counselors
Randi Wilson and Sr.
been active with the
multicultural affairs
Ruth Yates, CSJ, but
office on campus. She
resists due to the lack
of her own computer.
was instrumental in
the planning of Hu
“I enjoy working
photo by Justin R. Lopinot
man Sexuality Week.
in this department,”
says Rapko, intern in student develop She created the questions for Human
ment for program planning. “I enjoy the Sexuality Family Feud and for the Hu
staff.” Lucky for her since she is under man Sexuality Survey distributed to se
taking several intensive projects under lected student groups. She found the
the direction of the student development week to be a success and thought “it was
very productive.”
staff.
One thing she definitely made clear
One of the main areas Rapko is work
ing on involves the freshmen class. She was “the staff is enjoyable and produc
is handling career testing follow-up for tive.” She knows these two qualities are
both declared and undeclared freshmen important for her field and is thankful to
majors. Once she has completed this, be working with the student develop
she will be evaluating the program it- ment staff.

trip
by Chrissy Mack

photo by Andy McKenzie

Influences and Advice
Just like any other writer, Rogers has
had quite a few different influences in
his writing, “but they have changed
throughout my life,” informed Rogers.
“And they’re not only books”
In his teens and twenties, Rogers
remembered authors C.S. Lewis and
J.R.R.Tolkienasmajorinfluences. More
recently, Rogers points to Robert Jordan
and Terry Brooks as favorites. But
science-fiction and fantasy movies have
also influenced Rogers’ ideas and writ
ing. As major influential ingredients to
his writing, Rogers named The High
lander, Star Trek, and Star Wars. How
ever, no matter what the genre, Rogers
feels there’s some things which every
one should read.
“If someone were stranded on a desert
island, they would be fine if they had a
copy of Shakespeare and the Bible. I
love Shakespeare. It’s excellent for
developing one’s language skills and an
appreciation of English literature. And
the Bible is a fantastic story. Every time
you read either of them, you can find
new information,” advised Rogers.
For the wishful would-be writer,
Rogers said to read a lot in your interest
area. Also do not be afraid to show your
work to others. After all, if you want to
write, that is what you will always be
doing. When it comes time to look for a
publisher, Rogers advises to use one of
the several publications out there to as
sist the early writer, such as Writer’s
Market.
It is advice that has proven benefits.
It has worked for Rogers. He has fol
lowed his desire to become a writer and
become successful at it. Plus, he com
municates with aliens and directs the
actions of renegade KGB and CIA
agents—all from the library.

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call l«50v~680~7891 ext,
C200

Business Editor
Ever wonder what it would be like to
wake up in the Amazon Rainforest,
sleeping on a river boat, listening to all
the tropical animals as the sun comes
up? Fi ftecn lucky students will find out
when they accompany Dr. Robert Miller,
director of international affairs, on an
“amazing” adventure through the
rainforest of Brazil.
Dr. Millerexplainedhispastexperiences with students. “Students really
love this trip and Hove taking them. It’s
a learning experience you will never
forget. I *11 never forget waking up early
in the morning to a loud scream. One of
the girls that I took woke up to two large
eyes beating down at her. An insect
about a foot long was perched on her
chest. She screamed so loud as she went
flying out of her hammock. I never
laughed so hard.” replied Dr. Miller.
“The kids that go have a good time, they
get a chance to learn hands on and actu
ally see how other cultures live. The trip
opens their minds and takes them away
from the comforts of home.”
The Amazon trip has already in
trigued 54 students into applying. Fif
teen will be chosen to accompany Dr.
Miller. Students will be expected to do
everything from physical labor, land
clearing, building shelters, physical care,
and nursing. Students are recommended
to attend regularmeetings on first aid(to
learn simplemedical procedures such as
bandaging, etc.), as well as other vari
ous preparations to better prepare them
selves for foreign conditions.
’’Life in the Amazon is amazing, yet
it can be dangerous so we are going to
prepare students for what to expect while
they’re down there,” Dr. Miller stated.
“That is why we will choose carefully
out ofthe 54 and take the 15 students we
feel are best suited for the project.”
The goals of the trip are to give
service to individuals of another culture,
allow other cultures to teach students
about the way they live, and take stu
dents out of their environment the
comforts of home, and place them in a
simple lifestyle, to share responsibili
ties.
Dr. Miller stated, “We want students
to come to a greater understanding of
other cultures’ needs and beliefs. To
wotk as a team and, most importantly,
have a good time learning hands on.”
Students will raise money for the trip
through tax refundable donations
through various coiporations and busi
nesses. Money donated will be used for
flight expenses, medical supplies, and
building materials. Money will also be
used for the riverboat which will serve
as home to the students as well as trans
portation while they are there.
Anyone interested in helping out can
send donations to:

Dr. Miller (Amazon trip)
6800 Wydown Blvd.
St. Louis Mo. 63105-3078
(314)889-4509
Fax (314)889-1451

Fontbanner jWS
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Griffin Girls search for studs
by Jack Kennebeck
Staff Writer
Wednesday, October 16 marked the talent, and an interview for all of the
eighth year of the highly acclaimed Mr. contestants to prove they had what it
Fontbonne contest, an annual showing took to be Mr. Fontbonne. The showing
of the males on campus to anyone will of each contestant’s casual wear was
ing to share fashion, humor, knowledge, marked by jeans or khakis and a nice
shirt to athletic clothing, but the real
and of course—talent.
The week of Homecoming contains excitement began as the sportswear cat
many different events for all of the Col egory went underway. With twirling
lege faculty, staff, and students, butnone basketballs, rollerblading hockey play
of the activities evoke as much curiosity ers, cricket players, and even a soccer,
as the Mr. Fontbonne contest. Everyone golf, and basketball player all rolled into
wants to know which of the few males one; it was definitely a sight to behold.
The contestants
here at the school
next came out,
got up enough cour
each escorted by a
age to face the
Griffin
Girl,
crowd and judges
dressed
in
fine
for the illustrious
evening wear at
title
of
Mr.
tire. They then
Fontbonne.
hand-picked
a
Every year the
question which
Griffin Girls host
they had to answer
the event and recruit
unrehearsed and
willing males to
work the crowd
share theirbrilliance
with their thought
with the commu
ful, humorous, or
nity. This year, the
kind
remarks.
group of dancers got
These
catego
nine men to show
photo by Andy McKenzie
ries allowed the
their many gifts. Contestant Justin Lopinot strikes a pose
judges to vote for
The contestants in the casual wear catagory
who they thought
were;
Steve
Branson, Brian Bratcher, Arthur Coffey, best deserved the coveted title of Mr.
Peter Francois, Darren Isaak, Demico Fontbonne. While Melissa Branson en
Lockett, Justin Lopinot, Clancy Moore, tertained the crowd with her singing, the
judges and Griffin Girls tallied the votes
and Chris Scholl.
These men had seven previous years to come up with a rare tie for first run
of pageantry to try and amaze the crowd ner-up. The runners up were Arthur
with their specific talents. This year Coffey and Qancy Moore, but the title
sported multi-faceted sports clothing by of Mr. Fontbonne went to a very enter
Clancy Moore, rhythmic poetry by taining Steve Branson whose fancy at
Domico Lockett, and singing and guitar tire, witty sense of humor, and great
playing by Steve Branson to name a charm captured the judges and the crowd
few. The pageant held categories of ca alike. Once again, it was a good year for
sual wear, sportswear, evening wear, the renowned pageant.

Freshman examines a ’typical’
day at the College
by Marty Roedl
Staff Writer
I argued my point to the class that the
issue of sexism was so stupid, that a
woman must have thought of it. For
some strange reason, all of the girls in
class were giving me some pretty odd
looks. I guess it was because they’d
never seen such a devilishly handsome
freshman before. On the way down the
hallway, I asked one of the girls for her
phone number. 1 must have been better
looking than 1 thought because the look
she gave me then was alot stranger than
the one before. (Note to self: Never,
ever talk about the subject of sexism
again for the rest of your life.)
I thought that after my girl troubles,
nothing else could’ve went wrong that
day( But on my way home, Clayton
police stopped to ask me a few ques
tions about what I had learned in school
that day. “Don’t they teach you how to
drive the speed limit in that school of
yours, boy?” I told the policeman that!
was new to the area and that words
couldn’t express how sorry 1 was for
disturbing his peaceful community. He
felt as if I was a good kid (and I am) and
let me off with a warning that if I ever
did it again, it would cost me 85 bucks.
Eventually, I made it home. I spent
the majority of that night trying to tell
my buddies how fabulous college was.
I strolled into my Contemporary' Moral They told me that they didn't need col
issues class with an absolute confidencei lege because they alreadyhad goodjobs.
that I was going to make an impression Maybe so. But who’d want to miss this
on my professor that he’d never forget much excitment?
We were discussing the issue of sexi sm.

I’m a freshman. For safety’s sake,
Til not use my real name in describing
some of the highlights I might encoun
ter on a typical college day. In the name
of fun and games, I guess Til call my
self Osgood P. Poppadopolis. For a
little background on what the old“Oz“
is like, I’D enlighten you.
I'm an eighteen year old commuter
student and have only been at the Col
lege for about three weeks now. I’m an
English major with concentrations in
secondary education and profesional
writing (As rf you couldn’t alread y tell).
Pm a Cancer arid my lucky numbers are
6 and 29. That’s really all I can say
because if 1 told you any more informa
tion, I’m afraid I’d have to kill you.
And now, for some highlights:
I woke up at 7:00. threw some
nunches with the alarm clock, and fi
nally rolled out of bed. (Note to self:
Tomorrow, step out of bed- the floor is
pretty hard.) Shortly thereafter, I was
on the road. Steve and D.C. were on the
radio and the guy behind me must have
been on something because his bumper
was about two inches away from mine.
I have a personal philosophy on driving
in traffic: If you can lick the car next to
you, you're way too close.
After attending my first two classes,

SGA looks to become more efficient by enforcing its policies
by Christina Kenawell
Staff Writer
The rules have always been there,
but now they are being enforced, and so
is the punishment. Student Government
Association (SGA) has begun enforcing
its policies to become more efficient,
and get more students involved.
One of these rules states that one
student can represent only one organi
zation at a time. This rule is written in
the constitution, but has traditionally
been flexible for organizations who had
people fill in. Because students began to
abuse this flexibility, enforcement was
needed for organizations and SGA of
ficers. This new attitude also encour
ages more students to come to the meet
ings. Each organization is sent an atten
dance update by Danielle Lindhorst,
SGA secretary, keeping them updated
on their attendance record and number
of tardies. Tardies are not punishable by
SGA, according to the constitution, but
promptness allows meetings to runs with
less distractions, and promotes courtesy
to members and officers.
Along with attending meetings, stu
dent organizations are also expected to
complete five SGA activities a semes
ter. These include a set up, clean up,
working an event, service on a commit
tee, and service activity. Three organi
zations failed to complete their activi

ties last semester, so, with limited op
portunities for activities points, organi
zations really need to plan ahead.
Not completing the requirements, and
not attending meetings could really hit
“below the money belt.” Organizations
who did not meet the requirements re
ceived reduced funding or no funding at
all. If an organization misses three meet
ings, it can be suspended, resulting in a
loss of funds and voting rights. These
suspensions could last for up to one year
from the date of the suspension, unless
action is taken.
Also, clubs are responsible for their
own advertising. Student development
used to police the bulletin boards, but
due to a lack of work-study students, it
has not been a high priority. Only flyers
which have been approved by SGA are
permitted to be posted on the bulletin
boards. “For sale” signs that range from
books, automobiles, MasterCard appli
cations, and attorney advertisements are
to be posted in student development. If
organizations repeatedly fail to remove
outdated flyers, they could lose the right
to post advertisements on campus.
Students seem to agree with the en
forcement of these policies. Megan
Golonka, SGA representative of Inter
national Association of Business Com

municators, a new organization on cam Hickman, director of residential life and
pus this semester, commented, “If you student activities, commented, “Orga
are getting funding from SGA you should nizations have a greater chance of sur
attend the meetings, to find out what is viving if they are associated with a de
going on with the school as a whole, as partment or major, those are always
well as other organizations funded by around, but the students’ interests
SGA. If they are giving you money, you change, and social clubs have a greater
should help out at their events.”
struggle.”
Ann Rapko, SGA representative for
As for this semester, things seem to
Residence Hall Association, agrees with be going well. Matthew Mulligan, SGA
the changes, but not with the course of student issues chair, said, “SGA has
action. “[SGA] didn’t give any ad come a long way in the last semester,
vanced warning about the attendance The meetings have been more effective,
policy. They announced it and started it there is more input, and the meetings are
at the same meeting. People who were bigger. There is a lot more participation
there representing two organizations had in events.”
no
notice.
They needed
to inform us
VOLUNTEER / INTERNSHIP RECRUITMENT
before they
Legal Advocates for Abused Women needs volunteers I
started the
interns to provide telephone crisis support and legal
policies.”
information about Orders of Protection to battered women
Student or
and their children.
ganizations
All it takes is a few hours a week and you too can help a victim
themselves
break the cycle of violence. Practicum I Internship
are always un
opportunities are available.
der construc
Our next training session begins in May. To volunteer or to
tion. SGA is
learn more about how you can help stop domestic violence:
constantly
dropping and
CONTACT:
Jennifer Mathis
adding organi
Client Services Manager
zations. Carla
664-7462
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Administration and culture

Crime victim speaks out

concerns international students against death penalty
by Michael Massey

by Kristine Feeherty

Staff Writer
While the College concerns itself
with the future of the newly re-chris
tened Southwest Hall, the concerns of
the four international students living
there focus around problems with school
administration and American culture.
Southwest currently houses four in
ternational students, three young men
from Botswana and one from Kenya.
The students occupy four rooms in the
northwest comerof the third floor of the
building, relatively isolated from the
rest of the school. The empty corridors
of the building echo with the chirps of
smoke alarms with run-down batteries,
lending a creepy atmosphere more ap
propriate to a Halloween haunted house
than a residence hall.
“Where we come from, we are used
to things that are’creepy’,’’said OtseLswe
Bogosibokae, a 22-year-old student from
Botswana.
However accustomed to “creepiness”
the fourstudents might be, Bogosibokae
and his 20-year-old friend, Thari
Mokgathlnanc, feel that the residents of
Southwest may not receive equal treat
ment by school administration. The
newcomers must frequently face prob
lems with both maintenance and secu
rity.
“Maintenance people don’t maintain
[Southwest] as well as other halls,” said
Bogosibokae.
While tiie College considers the role
of the building in the coming years,
open doors reveal empty rooms and
unused window units fill the hallways.
Bugs crawl through dilapidated bath
rooms and the corridors resound with
the chirping noise of the powerless
smoke detectors. Though the school is
currently working on renovating the
building to house some future students

Staff Writer

and perhaps offices, work is slow and
the students feel it should be concen
trated on the area currently being used as
their housing.
Security in the building is another
problem for these students. Earlier in
the semester, a microwave was stolen
from one of the students’ rooms. The
school changed the locks on the south
door of the building as well as the doors
to the second floor. The students claim
they were not informed of this change,
nor given keys to access the south door.
They may now enter solely from the
north entrance, as well as any other
student issued a Bl key, leaving the
problem with security.
“We feel we are not secure,” said
Mokgathlnane. “We must be told.”
The largest problem facing these stu
dents, however, revolves around the re
ception by their American hosts.
Bogosibokae and Mokgathlnane, as well
as the other two students in Southwest,
face the cultural obstacle of American
“cliques.”
“You have to go to people,” said
Bogosibokae. “They will not come to
you. We need American friends... I
want to learn a lot about America, so I
will always be willing to talk. Let’s talk
together, let’s work together. We are
Fontbonners—end of story.”
These and other problems, both cul
tural and administrative, haunt these stu
dents more than the fear of sheeted fig
ures and headless demons typical of the
Halloween season. Until a sincere effort
is made by their American hosts to bridge
the chasm of communication, the north
west comer of Southwest Hall will con
tinue in its isolation from the rest of the
College community.

* Any full time student carrying a Grade Point
Average (GPA) of a 2.0 or better is eligible to run
for any open position.
* The positions available include SGA Board
Positions, Class Offices, and Academic
Committees.

The following positions are available:
SGA Board Positions

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Social Events Chair
Community Service/ Multicultural Chair
Student Issues Chair
Publicity Chair
Public Speaker Chair

tions in the past ten years, but her posi
tion against the death penalty has not
changed. Before the murder, Boslerhad
opposed it. Her father had also told her
that if he were murdered, he “would still
not want that person to get the death
penalty.” Bosler does think Campbell
should be punished, and is satisfied with
his sentence of life in prison. She be
lieves that killing to avenge a murder
does not solve the problem, and asks
simply, “Why kill people who kill people
to show that killing is wrong?”
For the past five years Bosler has
been traveling around the country for
the Murder Victims For Reconciliation
organization to share her story and con
vince others to fight against the death
penalty. She says she forgives Campbell,
and has even gone so far as to send him
a Bible engraved with his name. The
forgiveness gives her a sense of “peace
and tranquillity” and has enabled her to
move on with her life.
Bosler’s religious upbringing has
given her much needed strength to deal
with this tragedy. She remembers her
father telling her to “look for the good
and the bad [in people]” and that “the
higher power is stronger than anything
else.” She said her father was “a man of
peace,” and she often turns to the words
of his favorite hymn for inspiration:
“Let .there it? joee
le’ a'
begin with me.”

Community ’Walks for Life’
by Christy Otto

Staff Writer
The Alliance Blue Cross Blue Shield
Walk for Women took place at the Col
lege on Sunday, October 5th at 8:30 a.m.
Peggy Musen, associate dean for enroll
ment management, organized the walk
along with Sue King, the director of
public relations, who was the initial con
tact with the AMC Cancer Research
Center.
The AMC is a national, independent,
not-for-profit in
stitution with a
history of re
Class Offices
search and treat
President
ment for major
Vice President
diseases, includ
Secretary
ing breast can
Treasurer
cer. The main
office for the
Academic Committees
AMC is in Den
Academic Affairs
ver, Colorado,
Curriculum
although St.
Assessment
Louis is known
to have a strong
* Stop by the Student Development Office or
AMC support
ing community.
attend an SGA meeting on Friday at 12:15 p.m.
Musen, a
in the AMC to pick up information or learn more
seven year sur
about leadership opportunities here on campus.
vivor of breast
cancer, raved
* All election information must be returned by
abouthowexcitMonday, November 24, 1997 to the Student
ingthe walk was
Development Office to be eligible for elections.
and how it had
* Any publicity on elections must be approved by so many great
sponsors like
Student Development and be hung according to
Hardee’s,
Student Development guidelines.

the Fontbanner at
fontbanr@fontbonne.edu
As the Student Government Association (SGA)
elections are just around the corner, here are
some facts one should know:

The most recent presentation of the
Critical Issues Lecture Series addressed
a very serious topic: opposition to the
death penalty.
The topic hits close to home forguest
speaker SueZann Bosler. Ten years ago
James Bernard Campbell killed her fa
ther and seriously injured her. He was
sentenced to the death penalty, but Bosler
rallied to fight that ruling and instead
Campbell received a sentence of life in
prison.
Bosler’s father was a clergyman at
the First Church of the Brethren in OpaLocka, Florida, and the family lived in
the parsonage attached to the church.
Although the church was located in a
bad neighborhood, her father always
welcomed and helped the poor who
would visit. But three days before Christ
mas in 1986 he opened the door to
Campbell, and was stabbed 24 times.
Campbell then attacked SueZann, stab
bing her six times, which shattered her
skull. SueZann helplessly watched her
father collapse near the door, and she
pretended to be dead to save herself. As
Campbell went through the rooms of the
house, she “was watching [her] father
take his last breath” while the “minutes
seemed like days, or years.” After dial
ing 911, SueZann lost “touch with con
sciousness” and woke up on Christmas
Day to learn that her father had ppt
survived.
Bosler has gone through many emo-

TWA, Southwestern Bell. The spokes
man and spokeswomen for the walk
were Dick Ford and Mandy Murphy
from Fox 2 News, and Michelle Dibble
from Y98 FM. As for the College, there
were not as many supporters as Musen
and King would have liked to have seen.
According to Musen, “I hope next year
we can have a stronger representation
from the College’s students, faculty,
and staff.”
In the past the walk has raised over
$100,000. For the people who donated
the most money, corporate sponsors
awarded prizes. First prize was two
round trip tickets on TWA, second prize
was two 1998 season passes for Six
Flags, and third prize was “One Ulti
mate Spa Day” at The Face and The
Body. All walkers received a walk
button and a sports water bottle. But for
a $50 donation participants received a
“Walks For Women” T-shirt, a $125
donation brought home a “Walk
For Women” T- Shirt plus a ball cap,
and a $250 donation garnered the Tshirt, the ball cap, and a set of head
phones.
Those that arrived at the College by
8:00 a.m. had the opportunity to partici
pate in Martha Rounds’ workout. By
8:30 a.m. the crown was sent off on
either the one or five mile stretch. After
the walk, people were invited back to
the campus for refreshments.
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Athletic department holds golf tournament
by April Weiler
Staff Writer
Fontbonne Athletic Department has
been through a major renovation with
the annual trips each sport takes every
year. Instead of having the yearly auc
tion to raise money for the fall and
spring teams, the department came up
with a more creative style of raising
money, the old fashioned way. Now
each sport has the opportunity to choose
its own fund raiser.
Men and women’s basketball, the
cheerleaders and the Griffin Girls held
the first annual Coach’s Classic golf
tournament for its fund raiser. The tour
nament was held at the Prairies Golf
Course in Cahokia, Illinois on Friday
September 26. The coaches, parents
and other committee members chose to
raise money by having teams of four for
$600 or each player for $150. People
could also choose to be a golf hole
sponsor for $500, and a tee sponsor for
$300. There were also games that each
golfer could participate in such as long
est drive and bets on hitting closest to
the pin. Overall the tournament seemed
to be “planned to a tee.”

Ladies soccer
has high hopes

The golf outing took around six weeks
to prepare whereas the auction was
around nine months to organize.
Cheerleading Coach Susan Clark, who
played in the tournament said, “It was a
perfect day for golfing. Behind the
scenes, the tournament was less stress
ful for the athletes, the i r parents, coaches
and committee members.”
The participation was one of the main
reasons why the fund raisers are easier
then the auction. The athletes have a
great deal of responsibility gathering
auction items. Every athlete had to
participate or else it would have been
unsuccessful. Coach McKinney com
mented that he had to push the athletes
to do their job. The auction committee,
including parents, realized it was too
complicated and too stressful.
One of the golfers that donated a
foursome was David Sinclair, general
managing partner of Dave Sinclair Buick
GMC; he pointed out that “the day was
nice and relaxing. The people who were
involved were very friendly and open
towards the public. Overall it was a

great tournament with good weather and
a great course to play on.”
Following the golf tournament was
dinner at the Prairies Country Club and
a small auction for the golfers to attend.
There were ten items that ranged from a
trip to Orlando, Florida, a hotel room
with Rams tickets, to coolers and hats.
Cheerleading Captain Jill Scherer,
who worked the tournament, stated, “The
cheerleaders felt honored to participate
in the first annual golf tournament. It
was good public relations for the Col
lege to have President Dr. Golden meet
and take his picture with each foursome.
I really enjoyed the opportunity to rep
resent the College.”
The women’s softball team is hold
ing a softball camp for its fund raiser and
the men’s baseball team also held a golf
tournament on October 17 in Alton,
Illinois. They are both taking southern
trips in the spring.
Overall, five teams participated in
the fund raising this year and plan on
grossing more then any auctions in the
past.

by Missy Peacock
Staff Writer
The women’s soccer team is finish
ing off an average season with a record
of 7-7-2. Arriving home last week from
their trip to Gulf Shores, Alabama, the
team was ready to end their season
strongly. In Alabama, the Lady Griffins
took on two Division II teams. Spring
Hill College and the University of West
Florida. In the first game against Spring
Hill College, the women recorded a re
spectable 0-0 tie.
The next game against University of
West Florida proved to be extremely
challenging. In fact, the University of
West Florida is ranked third among the
Division II teams in their region and
twenty-fourth in the nation. Fontbonne,
a division three team, was definitely the
under dog in the match. At half time
Fontbonne and West Florida were tied
0-0. Unfortunately, due to injuries
Fontbonne was forced to play the sec
ond half with no subs. Yet, they still
See Ladies page 8

Cross country season nears end Men’s soccer continues to struggle;
by Jack Kennebeck
optimistic about SLIAC tourney
Staff Writer
The cross country teams are due to hardest and hope for the best.” Lockett
close their seasons on October 25 with has consistently topped the College’s
tire St. Louis Intercollegiate Athletic roster with team-leading times for the
Conference post season tournament. This majority of the season, showing his sin
cerity for the sport. Cross
year, being the first sea
country
is the only sport
son for the cross country
Lockett
has
dedicated his
teams, the runners expe
time
towards
and his de
rienced all of the joys and
sire
foramore
regimented
pains possible in a typical
team
is
obvious,
but the
season. The victories were
hope he shows in the fu
notmarked with first place
ture is great. It is obvious
finishes—rather, they
that the team needs more
were noted by team ef
runners who are dedicated
forts which placed them
solely to cross country,
higher in the rankings than
but the fact that lacking
anyone had expected.
photo by Andy McKenzie
this
asset has not hurt the
Both the men and Lyn Barry helped lead the
team
’s outlook is spec
women’s teams sought women's cross country team
tacular.
goals that seemed out of in its first season.
As the season comes
reach. Their inexperience
proved to teach them fine lessons as the to a close and the teams reflect on their
runners began to better understand what inaugural year, it is hard not to take
it means to be a team. The team spirit notice of the determination both the men
was centered around making the best of and women’s teams kept throughout,
what each member had to offer. Per- despite certain disadvantages. Even
forming well as a cross country team is though the team was not given as much
a high priority for the runners even support as other College teams, the run
though the majority arc involved with ners still maintained a great attitude
about the year and about their chances to
other sports.
When asked about the upcoming post succeed as a team in the future. This call
season tournament, Demico Lockett of dedication proves that the cross coun
said. “1 think we’ll all just have to go out try teams deserve every bit of positive
there with the runners we have, try our recognition they get.

Andrew Margrotta
Sports Editor
It is safe to say that the men’s soccer
team this fail has not been up to
Fontbonne soccer standards of recent
years. Men’s soccer at the College has
a strong legacy of great players, coaches,
and national championship seasons. In
1984 the men’s soccer team took third
place in the National Little College Ath
letic Association tournament and in
1985, they won it all. But that was 12
years ago and since then, the men’s
soccer team has been in a transitional
period.
The Griffin soccer team continues to
struggle, with a 3-12 record on the year.
On Wednesday, October I, the team
traveled to Greenville College to take on
the Panthers, Fontbonne could not hold
off the Panthers’ attack and lost 4-0.
The Gri ffins then traveled to Elsah, Illi
nois on October 4 to face Principia Col
lege In what the Gri ffins would hope to
be their first conference victory of the
year. Once again the Griffins gave a
solid effort but lost 4-0. On Saturday,
October 10, the team traveled to play
Illinois Wesleyan University, Despite
two goals recorded on the day, the Grif
fins were unable to claim the win and
lost 5-2. Despite losing all four of their

Intramural program looks to outside help
by AnneMarie Smith
Staff Writer
After several years of unsuccesful
intramural programs, the College has
opted for a change.
Darin Hendrickson, assistant athletic
director and intramural director, ex
plained, “After researching our demo
graphic make-up and surveying our stu
dents, we found difficulty in scheduling
weekly league play for our intramural
season.”
As a result, the College has imple
mented an "extramural” program. The

idea behind this is to allow students to
participate in community leagues around
campus. If a team of students from the
College is put together to play in a
league' the College will pay the en
trance fee and supply shirts.
“Jobs, class schedules, parking and
lack of on-campus fields prohibited the
campus from sponsoring a league play
format,” said Hendrickson.
Carla Hickman, director of residen
tial life, has information available on

leagues in the Clayton community and
at Jamestown Sports Complex. If a
team is put together for a league that
Hickman or Hendrickson does not have
information on, it is the duty of the
students to find the information and get
the league approved.
The College is interested in sponsor
ing softball, volleyball, basketball and
soccer (ice hockey is too expensive).
For more information call Hendrickson
at 889-1466 or Hickman at 889-1416.

first conference games, the Griffins still
have an opportunity to redeem them
selves. Three of their last five games
before the St. Louis Intercollegiate Ath
letic Conference Tournament will be
conference games.
Good things are to come for men's
soccer here at the College. The Griffins
lured first year coach Dennis Gaudreaull
from Sangamon State where he won the
NAIA National tide in 1988. He has
brought new philosophies and coaching
methods here to the team.
Assistant Athletic Director Darin
Hendrickson said, “Not only are we
returning 11 players next year, but Den
nis is hoping to recruit more numbers
and bring in new players. This will
increase the level of competition being
played.”
So far. Matt Putnam, who is a junior
that went to CBC High School, is lead
ing the team with seven goals in 15
games played. The College has also had
strong goal keeping with Clancy Moore
in net. In 12 games played (not includ
ing Sunday’s match), Moore has logged
720 minutes with 31 goals allowed and
a goals against average of 4.20 which is
not bad considering the number of shots
he faces each game. Moore stated that
“the SLIAC Tournament could be a real
test for us. What more do we have to
lose? We can go out and really surprise
some teams.”
With continued dedication and de
termination. in years to come Griffin
soccer should once again be on top.

•Good luck to the Women's*
* Volleyball team as they
*
* begin the SLIAC
J
* Tournament on Thursday, Z
• October 30th!! I
Z

